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MEMORANDUM
CLH INAUGURATES FACILITIES EXPANSION LOCATED AT ALBUIXECH
CLH has recently inaugurated the expansion of storage facility where mentioned company possesses one
working place, located in ALBUIXECH (Valencia). This last one has replaced the old another one located in
VALENCIA in operation since 1991 and it was dismantled definitively in 2006.
Before the expansion work was carried out by CLH, ALBUIXECH’s facilities had 16 fuel storage tanks whose
total capacity was 121,000 m3.
MONTREL Industrial Group, with a remarkable 51 years of work experience about Oil&Gas, has successfully
performed electrical installation works and complete equipped installation of the project mentioned at the top.
This facility, one of the most modern and sophisticated in CLH, is connected by the oil pipeline to BP refinery
of CASTELLÓN, it allows storing great part of strategic stock and safety storage of Oil-based Corporation
Strategic Reserves (CORES) and it supplies a great range of petroleum products (such as gasoline, diesel,
biodiesel and kerosene) to various petrol companies working in this Spanish region.
In order to do that, a Truck Loading Facility (TLF) has been installed there, working 24/7, where more than
250 trucks are loaded daily, about 100,000 per year.
The complete adaptation’s works has been performed by MONTREL, including hot-works labours and
commissioning, included start-ups, of ten Loading Bays for all truck Biodiesel loadings are integrated and
issued automatically from mentioned plant.
Currently, MONTREL Industrial Group leads the Spanish control system market and management process
for loading terminals of petroleum products, implementing modern automated system that it only takes the
system 15 minutes as a time-load per full tank, about 30,000 liters, which is one of many essential
optimizations of this facility and it highly increases the operational safety process.
The investment made by CLH Group in ALBUIXECH’s facility is a part of the development infrastructure
plant which the company is performing in Valencian Region to expand and improve the storage and
transportation of petroleum products in this region, contributing a wealth of knowledge and wide experience
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